
 
 
 

The Cosmo Compatibility Report for 
 

Joe Doe 
 

and 
 

Jane Doe 
 
 
 
 
 
Data for Joe Doe:                  Data for Jane Doe: 
June 8, 1978                       April 16, 1980 
4:56 AM                            11:23 AM 
Beaumont, Texas                    Beaumont, Texas 
30 N 05 09  94 W 06 06             30 N 05 09  94 W 06 06 
Daylight Savings Time observed     Standard time observed 
Time Zone: 6 hours West            Time Zone: 6 hours West 

 
Sun     17 deg 15 min Gemini       Sun     26 deg 52 min Aries 
Moon    16 deg 05 min Cancer       Moon    18 deg 50 min Taurus 
Mercury  9 deg 50 min Gemini       Mercury  3 deg 00 min Aries 
Venus   20 deg 43 min Cancer       Venus   12 deg 09 min Gemini 
Mars    26 deg 55 min Leo          Mars    26 deg 30 min Leo 
Jupiter 10 deg 42 min Cancer       Jupiter  0 deg 23 min Virgo 
Saturn  25 deg 18 min Leo          Saturn  21 deg 15 min Virgo 
Uranus  13 deg 04 min Scorpio      Uranus  24 deg 39 min Scorpio 
Neptune 16 deg 56 min Sagittarius  Neptune 22 deg 32 min Sagittarius 
Pluto   13 deg 58 min Libra        Pluto   20 deg 13 min Libra 
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Joe Doe's Sun in Gemini and Jane Doe's Sun in Aries: 
 
     You both enjoy and need to be active and on the go, and are more interested in the present 
than in the past. Once something has outlived its usefulness, you are both ready to part with it 
and you go on to something new. You both have a low tolerance for boredom! You also share a 
weakness in common: the inability to stick with things (projects and relationships) when they 
become dull or problematic. Neither of you wants a very clingy, cautious, or dependent type of 
friend, and in one another you have someone who can keep up with you. 
 
     Sometimes Joe Doe wants to discuss an idea, while Jane Doe becomes impatient with the 
conversation, feeling that they are beating around the bush, and not really getting to the heart of 
the matter. Jane Doe becomes abrupt, impatient, and tactless at such times. However , Joe Doe 
can provide lots of different perspectives on Jane Doe's impulsive ideas. 
 
Joe Doe's Moon in Cancer and Jane Doe's Moon in Taurus: 
 
     Both of you value matters of personal concern very much, and you enjoy sharing thoughts 
and concerns about family and personal interests. 
 
     Of the two of you, Joe Doe is the more emotional, sensitive, and moody, while Jane Doe is 
more steady, practical, and even-tempered. This difference, fortunately, is not likely to be a 
source of conflict and you appreciate one another. The two of you can be close, loyal friends to 
one another. 
 
Joe Doe's Sun Square Jane Doe's Saturn: 
 
     Jane Doe must be very careful not to harshly criticize or judge Joe Doe. There is a strong 
tendency for Joe Doe to feel blocked, frustrated, and discouraged by Jane Doe. Typically, Jane 
Doe will feel surprised by Joe Doe's feelings of frustration and anger, and feel that Joe Doe is 
just being overly sensitive to criticism. There is an element of truth to both viewpoints: Jane Doe 
tends to be too critical of Joe Doe and Joe Doe tends to be too sensitive to the criticism; the 
combination can be disastrous! Joe Doe may try to ignore the problem, but ignoring the problem 
will not cause the problem to disappear. On the positive side, you are often able to work together 
effectively in meeting challenges and responsibilities. However, the tendency to become overly 
concerned with your responsibilities and be too conservative, cautious, and restrictive towards 
each other must not get out of hand, or you will both feel severely confined and restricted by 
being together. 
 
Joe Doe's Sun Trine Jane Doe's Pluto: 
 
     Jane Doe helps Joe Doe achieve personal goals, activate Joe Doe's latent talents and strengths, 
and encourages and promotes Joe Doe's creative work and endeavors. You can be a very 
successful duo. However, Jane Doe can be more driving and ambitious for Joe Doe than Joe Doe 
is, like the "stage mother" who pushes her child to shine and to excel even when it is not the 
child's own aspiration. Jane Doe can have a profound influence on Joe Doe, most likely for the 
good, but possibly not. Subtle manipulation and domination on Jane Doe's part should be 



avoided. 
 
Jane Doe's Sun Trine Joe Doe's Mars: 
 
     Successful cooperation in achieving goals and accomplishing tasks is highlighted. You make 
an excellent working team and you are able to assist each other in achieving specific, concrete 
goals. 
 
Jane Doe's Sun Trine Joe Doe's Saturn: 
 
     If the two of you depend on each other to accomplish practical tasks and be responsible, 
mature, and dependable to each other (such as in a business relationship or employer-employee 
relationship), then you will find that this aspect of your relationship is excellent. You can trust 
each other to get the job done and focus on the essential tasks. You have good attention to detail 
and your are able to focus on the most important issues when you work together. There is a 
strong sense of mutual commitment and dedication to each other. 
 
Jane Doe's Moon Sextile Joe Doe's Venus: 
 
     There is much warmth and kindness in this relationship. Both of you find it easy to express 
kindness openly towards each other, and the emotional rapport is excellent. This friendship is 
likely to be a lasting, harmonious one. 
 
Joe Doe's Mercury Conjunct Jane Doe's Venus: 
 
     You enjoy sharing ideas and viewpoints about art, culture, psychology, and literature. You 
work well together on ideas that involve an artistic or emotional quality. Conversations, in 
general, are pleasant and harmonious. 
 
Jane Doe's Venus Opposition Joe Doe's Neptune: 
 
     You evoke unusual, perhaps strange, feelings and yearnings in each other. Feelings of 
sympathy, compassion, a sensitivity to music and poetry, and perhaps even religious feelings are 
likely. The dreamy, idealistic feelings that you stimulate in each other makes it nearly impossible 
for you to see each other in a realistic, objective light. You are willing to give and even sacrifice 
for one another, and may try to be the perfect all-giving, unconditionally loving friend to one 
another. Negatively, money matters and financial investments you make together often become 
muddled, confused, or poorly handled. 
 
Joe Doe's Venus Square Jane Doe's Pluto: 
 
     This is likely to be a love-hate type of relationship, for you tend to become intensely close 
and attached to one another, and you are prone to experience extreme jealousy, power struggles, 
or other highly-charged emotional scenes with one another.  Feelings of being controlled and 
manipulated, or of being overly possessive towards each other are likely, and Joe Doe in 
particular can feel overwhelmed or "used."  There can be a deep love between you, however, if 



you can avoid or come to terms with these negative tendencies that exist within and between 
you. 
 
Joe Doe's Venus Trine Jane Doe's Uranus: 
 
     This is a lively, enthusiastic, exciting relationship. You feel very uninhibited with each other 
and are able to express yourselves freely with each other. If you both enjoy dancing, music, or 
similar sports, then you have found an excellent partner for these activities! 
 
Jane Doe's Venus Trine Joe Doe's Pluto: 
 
     You can have a very deep friendship because there is little you can hide from each other and 
you instinctively confide and reveal your true selves to each other.  You may have met at an 
important crossroads or transition or crisis in your lives, which brought you close together very 
quickly.  In any case, you have a very strong connection and appreciation for one another. 
 
Joe Doe's Venus Sextile Jane Doe's Saturn: 
 
     There is a great deal of mutual trustworthiness, reliability, and responsibility in this 
relationship that makes you both feel that you can count on each other. You willingly make 
sacrifices for each other, and a deep friendship between you develops over time. You will assist 
each other a great deal over the years. 
 
Joe Doe's Mars Conjunct Jane Doe's Mars: 
 
     You energize, stimulate, provoke, inflame, and challenge one another! You can also irritate, 
anger, fight, push, and drive each other! Together you can accomplish an enormous amount of 
work, and it is important to you to share vigorous physical activities as an outlet for some of the 
fire you stir up in one another. 
 
Joe Doe's Mars Conjunct Jane Doe's Jupiter: 
 
     You spark each other's ambitions and enterprising spirit, and you enjoy planning and 
designing ventures. You are able to jointly follow through to successful completion of your 
goals. Jane Doe gives Joe Doe confidence and encouragement to charge ahead, while Joe Doe 
stimulates Jane Doe to act decisively to actualize Jane Doe's dreams. You are likely to undertake 
several joint ventures as well as other individual efforts that are greatly assisted by your friend. 
Occasionally you take foolhardy risks and are overly zealous and unrealistic in your hopes, but 
your dynamic blending of energies can also result in outstanding accomplishments as well. 
 
Jane Doe's Mars Conjunct Joe Doe's Saturn: 
 
     The two of you are able to perform detailed tasks together, and really buckle down to a task at 
hand and successfully complete any task that you collaborate on. However, there may be too 
much caution and restraint when good opportunities arise and an unwillingness to take risks. Joe 
Doe is inclined to doubt Jane Doe's ability to succeed in any kind of risky or speculative 



endeavor and consequently suggest a conservative approach to achieving goals. In some cases, 
this caution is unwarranted and very frustrating to Jane Doe, but at other times Joe Doe provides 
a realistic, clear, focused perspective on how Jane Doe can achieve goals. 
 
     On another level, Joe Doe may suppress Jane Doe's natural desires, drives, and physical 
energy level, which can leave Jane Doe feeling drained and resentful. Beware of holding in anger 
and irritation with one another for it can slowly poison your relationship. 
 
Joe Doe's Mars Square Jane Doe's Uranus: 
 
     You enjoy dynamic physical activities together, and it is likely that you enjoy playing sports, 
competing against each other, and doing things together in a spirited, zealous manner. You are 
quite a "dynamic duo" but you are also inclined to become angry with each other and feel 
irritated by each other. The friction and impatience that you arouse in each other can also lead to 
pushiness, power struggles, anger, and hostility. You often provoke one another needlessly. 


